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Deep Learning Frameworks for DDDAS 

➢ Dynamic data-driven applications systems (DDDAS) depend on time-series data of different sensors

➢ Accurately predicting the behavior of complex engineering systems is crucial

➢ Physics-based modeling or specific data-driven analyses may not be feasible for some systems

➢ Deep learning models can be used for multivariate time series prediction

➢ Applications in performance monitoring of engineering systems and other domains like healthcare, financial
markets and climate science

➢ In addition to accuracy, the interpretability of the prediction outcomes is essential - can provide domain
insights and develop user trust in implementing the models

➢ Sensor-actuator rich, smart buildings are becoming complex DDDAS

➢Buildings consuming large amounts of electrical energy - important to reduce energy consumption and
economic costs while ensuring a better quality of urban living standards

➢Multivariate time series prediction is important in the domain of energy-efficient building technology



Motivation
➢ For HVAC systems, thermal dynamic models can capture the underlying heat transfer relationships

and serve advanced control strategies

➢ Thermal dynamic modeling includes two methods:

Physical dynamics of the integral-differential equations with respect to energy and mass

Data-driven models based on time series measurements of environmental sensors

➢ Can predict the temperature evolution and energy consumption and design effective optimal
controllers for the system

➢ Recent works have adopted different deep neural networks to improve the modeling capability

➢ Prediction accuracy has improved, but interpretability of deep learning models remains unclear to
most domain engineers

➢ Interpretability can provide a way to capture the underlying physical relationships among all
measured variables without requiring much physics knowledge

➢ Accurate prediction and interpretability should be simultaneously considered when designing a
new model



Motivation
➢ Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) networks can effectively capture the long-term temporal

dependencies in multivariate time series

➢ LSTM has been utilized in different domains for multivariate time series prediction

➢ Encoder - Decoder model encodes information from all input time-steps in a single fixed-length
vector

➢ To overcome this bottleneck, attention-based model was initially introduced for neural machine
translation

➢ Attention-based models have been proposed for time series prediction

➢ Though these approaches have temporal attention, they do not have spatial attention to align
directly with the output

➢ Limited ability of the models to capture spatial correlations explicitly

➢ Some models have only spatial attention, some are non-causal or non-scalable

➢ No domain knowledge verification of the computed interpretations



Contributions
✓ We propose a novel spatiotemporal attention model that is accurate and provides spatiotemporal

interpretations

✓ The causal model can simultaneously soft search for the most relevant time-steps and variables with the
spatial and temporal attentions aligned directly to the output

✓ Jointly trained in a unified architecture with attention weights learning the temporal and spatial
contributions

✓To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work on attention-based time series models for interpretability
in building energy prediction problems

✓The interpretability results are verified from a domain knowledge perspective for HVAC systems

✓ In general, the proposed model can be applied in different DDDAS utilizing multivariate time series data

✓ It can significantly help in advancing the smart building HVAC optimal controller design

✓Data-driven deep learning based control techniques have emerged as the state-of-the-art in building energy
management and control systems

✓The proposed model can be incorporated into the optimal control framework to minimize the energy
consumption or cost and maintain thermal comfort requirements with more useful insights



Heating, Ventilation and Air-Conditioning (HVAC) System 

➢ HVAC system can be roughly divided into two sub systems: airside, waterside HVAC systems

➢ Dataset more related to airside HVAC system : its working mechanism considered

➢ In terms of energy, airside HVAC system is on the demand side

➢ To satisfy each zone’s comfort requirement, the whole system generates air to be supplied

➢ Focus on the qualitative physical relationships among the variables



Working Mechanism of the Airside HVAC System
❑ AHU: Air-Handling Unit, VAV: Variable Air Volume

❑ AHU generates the conditioned air for each zone

❑ For each zone, its local VAV reheats the conditioned air based on different comfort requirements and
seasons (cooling, heating)

❑ Data used here is collected from the cooling season, we only focus on how to cool down the zone

Part of return air from thermal zone(s) goes to AHU
Part of return air pumped out as the exhaust air

Fresh outside air taken into system by AHU

Outside air and return air mixed in the AHU 
to become mixed air

Since it is the cooling season, the cooling 
coil is activated to cool down the mixed air 

to become the discharge air

Discharge air pumped by supply fan to thermal zone(s)

Regulate the zone temperature to the reference 
temperature set by the thermostat



Building Energy Systems Dataset

Output Variable : Average Zone Temperature (AZT)

Local variable air volume supply to a zone can be in different places inside the zone

Can depend on specific building configurations

Temperatures measured for different places inside the zone can be diverse

In dataset, one temperature is reported by averaging the slightly different zone temperatures

We use a public multivariate time series dataset collected from an air handling unit in a building heating,
ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) system

The dataset consists of 9 variables

Input : Multivariate time series of Tx time-steps

Output: Average zone temperature for the upcoming time-step

The training, validation, and test sizes are approximately 20,932, 6,977, and 6,978, respectively



Building Energy Systems Dataset
Outside Air Temperature (OAT) : Temperature of the outdoor environment

Return Air Temperature (RAT) : Temperature of the air returning from the zone

Discharge Air Temperature (DAT) : Temperature of discharge air, which is supplied to the zone

Discharge Air Static Pressure (DASP) : Static pressure of the discharge air

Outside Air Damper Command (OADC) : Command signal of the damper position controlling the outside air,
Ranging from 0 - 100% (0%➔ Damper is closed, 100%➔ Damper is fully open)

Cooling Valve Command (CVC) : Command signal of the valve position controlling the cooling water, Ranging
from 0 - 100% (0%➔ Valve is closed, 100%➔ Valve is fully open)

Supply Fan Speed Command (SuFSC) : Command signal of the supply fan to control how fast it runs, the
supply fan is for pumping the discharge air

Return Fan Speed Command (ReFSC) : Command signal of the return fan to control how fast it runs, the
return fan facilitates to circulate back the air to the central airside system



Spatiotemporal Attention (ST-Att) Model
Limitations of the previous spatiotemporal interpretability works:

1) Causality is broken by covering the whole length of the input sequence to compute the spatial attention
weights in the encoding layer

2) No direct alignment of the spatial context vector with the output time series (spatial relationships
between input and output can only be captured implicitly after computing the hidden states)

ST-Att Model

The above two limitations are addressed by introducing ST-Att model

Both the spatial and temporal attentions are aligned directly with the output variable

Instead of having spatial attention in the encoder layer, it is in parallel to the temporal attention in the
prediction phase

The inputs to the spatial and temporal attention are spatial and temporal embeddings, respectively,
which are generated independently



Spatiotemporal Attention (ST-Att) Model

The spatial and temporal context vectors are concatenated before prediction



Spatiotemporal Attention (ST-Att) Model

Spatial Attention

Determines the relative contributions of different
input variables

Spatial attention weight βi is computed for
attribute ‘i’

The spatial context vector ‘g’ aggregates the
information of all the input variables

Temporal Attention

The probability αt reflects how much the output y
is aligned to the input xt

The encoder hidden state at ‘t’ is denoted by ht

The associated energy is computed using an
alignment model (feed-forward neural network)

The temporal context vector ‘s’ aggregates the
information of all the input time-steps



Empirical Results

Baseline Models

Epsilon-Support Vector Regression with Radial
Basis Function kernel (SVR-RBF)

LSTM model

LSTM with temporal attention (LSTM-Att) model

Results for Tx = 5, Tr. Time/epoch: Train Time / epoch, Num. Params: Number of trainable
parameters

Each model was trained three times, to obtain the average and standard deviation of each
evaluation metric

✓Hidden state dimensions of LSTM layers in the
encoder are kept the same for simplicity

✓Dimension of 128 gives better results in our
experiments

✓Dropout layer (0.2) after each LSTM layer to
prevent overfitting.



Interpretability Results
➢The temporal attention weights are found to be almost equally distributed across all the input time-steps

➢Highlights that most likely, the correlation is weakly depending on time as the dataset has a quite high
sampling frequency (one minute)

➢Can be attributed to the slow thermal dynamics in the zone and the impact of the building mass absorbing
heat to resist the quick change of the zone temperature

➢From domain knowledge, DAT affects AZT as these two variables have a direct physics relationship
based on the heat transfer equation, during summer, in most building systems, the discharge air is
directly pumped to the zone without reheating.

➢During the summertime, Return air temperature (RAT) is almost like the outside air temperature
(OAT). Only part of the return air is mixed with the fresh outside air to generate the mixed air as the
return air has a relatively higher level of CO2.

➢AZT is significantly affected by OADC and ReFSC: OADC and ReFSC determine the required amount of
fresh outside air and return air to maintain indoor comfort.



➢A novel spatiotemporal attention model to incorporate interpretability along with generating accurate
predictions in building energy prediction problems

➢As sensor-actuator rich, smart buildings are becoming complex DDDAS, accurate and interpretable data-
driven decision-making tools can have immense value

➢ The proposed technique is data-driven - can be applied to any DDDAS utilizing multivariate time series

➢The interpretations provided by ST-Att model can be a significant benefit to the domain experts

Conclusion
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